The Listening Museum 3
Public - Hosted by Clock Out

Friday, 21 September 2018 from 19:00-21:00
about 2 weeks ago

UAP (Brisbane)
41 Holland Street, Northgate, Queensland, Australia 4013
Show map

Invited by Vanessa Tomlinson

88 went - 194 interested

Vanessa, Sam and 12 other friends went

Details

Clock Out returns to the amazing art making factory of UAP to present an evening of experimental music performances, sound installations, and Fluxus interventions. The Listening Museum 3 is a non-linear mashup of sonic ideas, with each audience member free to explore, interact and experience it in their own way.

Featuring
Drumkits and powertools
The musical debut of Marvin the giant Robotic Arm
The quartet for the end of time
Primitive Motion
The Space Inside
Flutist in a dumpster
Hidden Sounds | Sounds in Motion
Free Range Trombones
Pain Avoidance Machine
Early Warning System
Aphasia
And much more!

Artists, designers & workers include:
Jan Baker-Finch, Leah Barclay, Kristin Berardi, Bruce Blundell, Alex Bull, Adam Cadell, Eugene Carchesio, Leighton Craig, Jared Donovan, John Ferguson, Tim Green, Erik Griswold, Tony Irving, Rebecca Lloyd-Jones, Brodie McAllister, Charu Mani, Ben Marks, Kahi Monticone, Kai Mohrholz, Sulja Nezovic, Alex O'endDateonovan, Nozomi Omote, Sam Pankhurst, Hannah Reardon-Smith, Jodie Rottie, Sandra Selig, Muge Fialho Leandro Alves Teixeira, Vanessa Tomlinson, Erikk Veltheim

Clock Out is very grateful for the generous support of our partners and donors for this event: Griffith University, UAP, Bruce and Jocelyn Wolfe, Australian Cultural Fund, Flora Wong, Hannah Reardon-Smith, Michael Hannan, Jodie Rottie, Damien Ricketson, Tamsin Kerr, Vicki Hallett, Melanie Walters, Sarah Goulding, Yizhak Yedid, Martin Betts, and Sam Wohnen.
and at Harrigan's Lane.

Music

Recent posts

Peter Breen — Quite wonderful. My grand kids were mesmerised.
22 September 2018 at 03:51

Gemma Garcia — Amazing night at UAPThe Listening Museum 3 with Ana-maria Duque InstallationsSounds in MotionHidden SoundsArtists: Sulja Nezovic, Leah Barclay, John Ferguson, Erik...
22 September 2018 at 01:50

Kahi Monticone — Added an album
22 September 2018 at 01:18

See All Posts

About Clocked Out

Clocked Out
Musician/Band
Clocked Out creates music with a sense of play and adventure. Specializing in prepared piano, percussion and toy instruments.

About the venue

UAP (Brisbane)
Commercial and Industrial · 10 likes

More events at UAP (Brisbane)

OCT 12 UAP Site Tour Fri 17

NOV 15 Be Extraordinary Talk Series | November 15 Thurs 16

See All Events

10 posts in the discussion.

See discussion